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1 INTRODUCTION 22. 

When a conccntratod axial load Is diffused :into a cylinder with Ve,rY 

thin skin rejnforced with stringers, the shears developed in the skin will 
cause buckling at a low stress. Aftor the skin has buckled, its show 
carrying ability changes and depend3 to an increasing C?XtX?lit rsr, the trensfer 
of tension loads along the direction of the buckles9 i,c, a tension field 
dCVelGpS * An assessment of the strength of the structure and the rate of 
load diffusion must therefore take account of the buckled state of the skin. 
After buckling9 ths stress at any point in the cylinder wi11 vary in a non- 
linear manner with the appl$ed load9 al..l;kough the structure may 'be everywhere 
elastic. A rigorous detcrciination of the varyin& stress patter;1 5.3 out of 
the question9 but an approximate solutrion may be Pound by u:;ing the concept 
of the incomplete tension field. A pure tension field would exi:-t in a strip 
between stringers if the skin carried no compressive strcseen, and the 
behaviour of such an idealised skin may be ascurately predicted, The actual 
behavicur of the skin may then be estimated by introducing an empirical 
tension field factor which depends on tho degree to which the pure tension 
field ccnditicns have developed. 

a 

b 

b' 

A 

n 

X9Y 

Youngs modulus 

shear modulus 

radius of cylLndcr 

skin thickness 

frame pitch 

stringer pitch 

circumferential distance between stringers 

section area of stringer 

number of' equaSly spaced stringers 

Cartesian axes in plane of adjacent stringers, x measured along 
stringer-direction 

displacements associated with x,y 

angle that pure tension field waves make ;:rith stringcr 

Cartesian co-ordinates making angle CL with x,y 

displacements as:;ociatod with X,Y 

E 9E ‘Y, = direct strains and 
x Y 

shear strain associated with x,y 

r;cy = shear strain asaociatcd with X,Y 

cTx = direct stre33 in pure tension field 

z = shear stress 3 adjacent to stringer in pure tension field 

o- n,a 
= stress normal to stringor in pure tension field 

(TP93 
= stress parallel to stringer in pure tension field 
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k 

Y 

"P 

't' 

IT or 

E x, cr 

ZefC 
- -- m 
l+y9&X'~n S,Z 9 PYs 

Nr 
M 

tension field factor 

actual panel stress normal to stringer 

actual shear stress in panel adjacent to stringer 

actual shear strain in panel adjacent to stringer 

actual direct stress in panel measured parallel to 
stringer 

component of 'G with pre-buckling characteristics 

value of 1; to cause buckling 

value of cx to cause buckling 

defined by equation (21~) 

non-dimensional terms defined by equation (17) 

radially directed loading/unit length on a stringer 

bending moment in stringer due to Nr 

tensile stringer load to left of station m 

tensile stringer load to right of station m 

3 PURE TENSION FIELD IN A STRIP 

The analysis is given here for a pure tension field in a longitudinal 
strip in a cylinder. The edges of the strip, where in practice the stringers 
would be, are assumed to be under a uniform compressive strain. The curvature 
of the sheet is introduced by regarding the strip as an initially flat strip 
under a uniform lateral compressive strain, which will depend on the stringer 
pitch and the cylinder radius. The problem is now to determine the stress 
pattern in the strip when subjected to a uniform shear strain. The notation 
is shown in Fig.1. 

With reference axes Ox, Oy the displacements are given by 

u = Y-f, + XEX 

I 
(1) 

v = ye . 
Y 

It is convenient to relate these displacements to axes 9X, OY parallel 
and normal to the direction (at present unknown) of the tension field waves. 
Thus 

U = u co3 a + v sin a 7 

and 

v = v cos a - u sin a 

x = X cot3 a - Y sin a 

Y = Y cos a -k X sin a. 3 
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From equations (I), (2) and (3) the straim referred to the X,Y ~~3s 
g:iven by 

are 

Y,, = y, cos 2a 4 (gy - fzx) sin 2a 

3U 
x = Gr, sin2a+-& 

Y 
(1- cOs2n)+~FX (I 4" co:: 2a) i 

I 

(I+) 

av ay = -&, sin 2a t $5 
Y( 

-I 4 co3 2u) -I- $cx (1 - cos 24 0 

Tlow these strains are ;,rincipd strnirs, :jo that the ar&Lc cd may '00 
determined from the condition that yxY is zero, whence 

tan 2a = h--7 * 

The stress along the direction of' the waves is given in terms of E 
X’ 

E~,Y, by cl.i.minating CL from equations (1,) and (5). Thus 

Similarly, tho strain normal to thlc tctision field w:tv~s is given by 

which is necessariIl.y negative becausa E and E 
X Y 

arc negative. 

Along the edges of the strip tJle stress CT may be reso1.vcd into a 
shear stress and a direct stress normal to the 8dzc,s. Thus, 

(5) 

(7) 
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ana 2 o- = a- sin CL 
n,s 

- 

r 
= 

(8) 

Across the strip the stress aX may be resolved into the shear stress 

53 
and a direct stress CT 

PSS 
parallel to the edges, where 

2 o- cos a "p,s = X 

(9) 

3.1 Range of validity of the equations 

The equations presented so far are based on the tacit assumption that a 
tension field exists. If, however, the longitudinal edge strain is large and 
negative (i.e. compressive) and the shear strain y, small, it is possible 

that compressive strains exist everywhere so that a tension field does not 
develop. The criterion for the existence of a tension field is that oi(;, given 

by equation (6) is positive; if sx and ey are both negative, this reduces to 

2 
y, > Its e 

X Y  
l 

If a tension field does not exist 

and 

3.2 Expression for .eTl 

(10) 

There are three components contributing to ey, first, that due to the 
curvature of the sheet, second, that due to radial displacements of the 
stringers and, third, that due to circumferential displacements of the 
stringers. Of these three components that due to the curvature is probably 
the most important and it is the only component which is independent of the 
applied loading. 

If there are n stringers equally spaced around the circumference of the 
cylinder, the curved length of skin between stringers is given by 

and the "flat" distance between stringers is given by 
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b = 2R sin 'E 
0 

x2 :: b'l-- 
( 1 Jil", 

so that 

-3O3 cy,curve M -yF * 

In what follows it will be assumed that this component of E,~ is the 
only one that is significnnt: that due to radial displacement be&g virtually 
prcvcnted by the rigidity of the stringers, and that duo to circumPercntia1 
displacement being virtually prevented by the rigidity and closcncss of the 
frames . 

3.3 Special cases 

Consider now some special cases of puro tension fields which exhibit the 
type of non-linear stress-strain relationship. 

In a few problems the term -s 
Y 

v:ill be sensibly constant and large in 
comparison with y,, and y, will be larg!: in comparison with E . Consider x 
therefore the limiting case in vr,hich 

and. 

Substituting in equations (7) and (3) and omitting terms of higher 
order gives 

and ) 
ci n,s 53 4 
E& =‘m-- 

Y (j i \2cy/ 9 

or9 rewarding zs as the indopondcnt variable, 

and 

(12) 

(13) 

04) 

Equation (Ilk) is useful in showing the type of non-linear behaviour 
existing in a pure tension field in an initially curved strip with simple 
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boundary conditions, The restriction on the range of validity of equation 
(a>, embodied in equation (12), is equivalent to the fact that the angle a 
must be small. '#hen 

the wave angle a tends to ?;n and equations (7) and (8) reduce to the results 
for a simple Wagner tension field, namely 

and 
1; = 

9 sr, 

o- = t;xy,. 5 n 

In practice the variation of ys and O;I with 'Go r:aries between the 

limiting conditions represented by equations (14) and (16). 

3.4 Use of non-dimensi?nal parameters 

The assumption wa s made in ~ara.3.2 that ey was constant and given by 
equation (11). This being so, it is convenient to intro(1:rce the non- 
dimensional parameters: 

G 
s 

= T,/( -Esy) = O-3 n2Ts/E 

% = Ys/(-EyJ = 003 n2ys 

is 
X = Cx/(-Ey) = 0*3 n2cx 

2 n,s = o-~,,/(-E~~) = 093 n2Cn,,/IB 

5 
p,s= > 

"F; J-$E~) = 0.3 n2Cp,s/3 . 

Equations (7), (8) and (9) then assume the simpler forms: 

IT 
S 

= 

y; t 2(1 t ",) 

I- 7; t 2q1 + z ) 
$,s = 2-&/ 2 

{y, t (z-$ 

and the condition for the existence of a tension field is that 

08) 

wo 

(20) 
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4 THE INCOMPLBTE TEl'TSIQM TIELD --- -- -- 

?i%e analysis so far is based on the assumption of a pure tension 
field. From 5 practical standpoint it is convenient to assume that the 
shear stress 7; can be divided into a pure tension field part z and a 
simple shear part T' where 8 

and 

z = 1~7; S 
TV = (I-k)z 3 

(21) 

For a cylinder nndcr pure torsion (i.e. ex = 0 before bucl;li.ni':) Kuhn 

and Griffith' give the follow%ng empirical formula for the fraction k (valid 

i- 
k = tanh 1 f L \"' 5 + 3oo 

where T cr is the shear stress at the onset of buckling. In the present 
problem, the strain zx is not necessarily zero before buckling and it is 
preferable to define k by 

r- 
k = tsnh I a*5 ta', 1 -t- 300 $- f Yff\ 

/ \a-/ Ogle y-- L.- 1 (22) 

where z cff includes (albeit in ail empirical way) the e-?fcc-l; 0;' longitudinal 
strains on initial buckling. 
of a 

Now the interaction curve for -i.nitial buckling 
curved strip, under shear and longitudinal compression is given epproxi- 

mately by 

and accordingly 7;eff will 13~ defined by 

(23) 

so that at the onset of buckling T erf = z and k = 0. 
CT 

Graphs for determining 

7; and E cr x cr are reproduced from Rd.2 and ShotVn in Figs.2 and 3. A graph 

for dctcrmining k has been reproduced from Ref.1 in Fig,&. Equation (19) is, 
of course, only valid for 7;cfI" b Tci-. When TGorf < zcr the skin has not 

buckled an< k is zero* 

4.1 Shear stress-strain rclntion 

Prom equations (7) and (2:) the actual shear strain y is related to 
the actual shenr stress z by the approximate equation 

= (l-k)+ e kys 
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which may be written in the non-dimensional form: 

(25) 
T = 2.5 '6(?-k) + kqs 

where f = 
Y/(‘Ep) l 

Xquati on (25) has been plotted in Fig.5 for various values of z 
the particular case in which 

x' for 

t = 0*2 in. 

a = 21~ in. 

b = 6 in. 

R = 60 in. I 

(26) 

% = 30 x 106 lb/in2 . I 

This stress-strain relationship cannot be expected to be very reliable 
in the region of small 7 and large nogativc g x( corresponding to a highly 

buckled skin) for the tension-field approach will underestimate the shear 
stiffness of the skin. Accordingly it is suggested that the linear relation- 
ship represented by the line OA be used in this region. From a practical 
standpoint this particular region is not important. 

4.2 Actual stress normal to stringer 

The actual direct panel stress normal to the stringers is given 
approximately by 

4.3 Actual stress parallel to stringer 

given 
The actual direct panel stress measured parallcl to the stringers is 
approximately by 

on = ka;l s . (27) Y 

"1, 
= ko 

PJs 
+ (l-k) EEX . 

This equation shows that in a nell developed tension field (k + I) d 
P 

will be tensile despite the fact that ex may bc negative. Such tonsions in 
the skin must be equilibrated by compressions in the stringers, a point 
discussed in detail in Section 5. It will be noted that across any section 
of the cylinder the total compressive load in the stringers may exce-od tho 
total applied compressive load. 

4.4 Radial loading on the stringers 

The component of direct stros s normai to a stringer and in the plan0 of 
adjacent stringers is given by equation (27). Now successive planes between 
adjacent stringers meet at an angle 2x/n, and the skin in each plane therefore 
exerts a radially directed distributed loading on each of the adjacent 
stringers given by 

and the total radially directed loading on a stringer will be the sum of two 
such terms, Although such a londint; is not in itself large, its effect on the 
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bending stresses in the stringers is not negligible. For example, if the 
term Gn s remained sensibly constant over a number of stringor and frame 

pitches: t'ne stringer s are effcctivcly clamped at each frame (Pron symmetry) 
and the maximum bending moment in each stringer occurs at tile frames and is 
given by 

5 APPLICATION TO RiXNl!ORCED CYLI1‘JDER ---- 

The analysis so far determines, in an approximate manner, tho sheet 
stresses in a long strip in terms of the edge displacements. In applying 
these results to panels boundo;f. by stringers and frames it is necessary to 
make further assumptions, namely 

b-1 the stress distribution in each panol is constant, 

(ii) the stress distribution depends only on the average strains in 
each panel, and hence only on tho corner displacements of the panel, 

(iii) direct forcca in the stringor u vary linearly between frames, 

(iv) discontinuities in o- 
P 

across n Crame nro transmitted via the 
frame equally to the adjacent stringers which maintain longitudinal 
equilibrium, 

(4 discontinuities in on ZCI~OSS a stringer are transmitted via the 
lateral rigidity of the stringers to the frames, but no account is 
taken of the resulting change in frame strain. 

With these assumptions in mind it is appropriate to consider the 
equilibrium position of a typical station 0 surrounded by four panels. The 
skin thiclrncsses and. stringor areas may vaq from panel to panel but are 
assumed constant in each panel. The numbering o f the surrounding eight 
stations is shown in l?ig,C;. 

The average shear strain an5 the average longitudinal strain in each 
of the four panels is then expressed in terms of the u-displacements of the 
surrounding stations: 

Y, = (u3 + u4 - u5 - uo)/2b , y2 = (u2 + u3 - u. - u,)/2b 
(30 

y3 = ( U5 -I- U. - U6 - u7),'2b , ‘IL; = ho 

and 

EX,l 
= (us -I- u. - u)+ - uJ2u 

&X,2 
= (u, + u* - u3 - uo)/2a 

&X,3 
= ( o + u7 - u5 - yy*s u 

E s 
x,4 

(u, + U8 - u. - u7)/2a 

- II - 

4-u -u - 
1 7 

(32) 



and the average strains in the stringers are given by 

EX,43 = b3 - u4j/a t 

&X,50 = b* - +/a 9 
%,32 = 65 - U3)/3 

&x,01 = (u, - uo)/a 

! 

(33) 

&x,67 = b7 - U6>/a 9 tu - cx,78 = ’ 8 U,)/a J 

The shear stress in each panel can now be expressed in terms of the 
u-displacements by virtue of equations (31) and (25). The panel stress CT 

P 
can likewise be expressed in terms of the u-displacements by virtue of 
equations (28), (20), (31) and (32). 

In considering the equilibrium of the (typical) station 0, it is 
convenient to regard the surrounding 8 stations a9 fixed. purther, it is 
important to distinguish between the stringer loads on either side of a 
frame for these will generally differ in order to equilibrate differences 
in ~7 across a frame. 

P 
Let therefore, 

Lil = tensile stringer load to left of station m , 

L; = tensile stringer load to right of station m , 

Equilibrium of the stringer z then yields 

L; - IJ~ = at (2, - 73) (34) 

in which, for simplicity, it is assumed that ths skin thicknesses in the 
various panels are the seme. The extension to differing thicknesses is 
straightforward. 

Equilibrium of the stringer ?% yields 

Lz-L; = at(72-T4). 

Now 

1/L+ -i- L- 
“\ 5 0 > 

= average load in stringer3 

= AEEx 5. . 
Y 

Similarly, 

-c 
-\ ; L;: + L,/) = AFsx,o, . 

(Variation in stringer section may be readily accommodated 

Eliminating 1,; from equations (34) and (36) gives 

Llo = fax 5. - $ at (T, - T3> . 
Y 

- 12 - 
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(36) 

(37) 

in the analysis-) 
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Similarly, from equations (35) and (37), 

(39) 

The difference in the loads Lo and Lz must be equated to the difference 
in the tensile loads in the skin. Thus 

L';, - L+o = ;- bt "\ 
p ? + O-p,4 - cp,l - gp,3/ l ?L 

(40) 

Equation (&O) determines u. in terms of u,, u2, . ..*e* u8° Ilepeatcd 
applications of equation (I&O) suffice to solve problems associatei! with load 
diffusion into thin-walled reinforced cylinders, The equations are, of 
course, non-linear and nccossitste the use of high powered computer methods. 

6 coNcLusIo~~s 

A simplified and approximate analysis has been prcnontod for investigat- 
ing the axial load-diffusion behaviour of a cylinder with very thin skin 
reinforced with stringers. The thin skin buckles at a ion stress and the 
transfer of load between stringers is thereafter effected primarily by 
tension fields, The initial curvature of the skin between stringers causes a 
certain slackness in the tension field, and this results in non-linear 
elastic behaviour of the skin. Because of this non-linearity the solution of 
the governing equations presents considerable difficulty. In addition to 
deriving those equations the Note draws attention to the bending stresses 
induced in the stringers by radial loads r csulting from tension fields in 
adjacent, non-planar skin panels. 
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(a). CYLINDER SHOWING GENERAL NOTATION. 

(b). NOTATION FOR TENSION FIELD STRIP BETWEEN STRINGERS. 

FIG.l(aa I$. FIGURES SHOW I NG NOTAT I ON. 
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FIG.2.BUCKLING STRESS FOR CURVED PLATE IN SHEAR. 
(FROM R.Ae.S. DATA SHEET NO. oz. 03. Is). 
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FIG.3. DIRECT STRAIN FOR BUCKLING OF CURVED PLATE IN COMPRESSIO 
(FROM R.Ae.5 DATA SHEET No. 02.0l.10). 
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FIG.5 NON-DIMENSIONAL SHEAR STRESS-STRAIN RELATION. 
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FIG.6. NUMBERING OF PANELS AND STATIONS. 
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